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                                                    Press Release Industry4Europe EU-Industrial-Strategy 11032020.pdf

                                                    
                                                        Uploaded March 12, 2020
                        

                        Industry4Europe, a coalition of 154 industry Associations including FEICA, published a Press Release following the much anticipated New Industrial Strategy for Europe. 


The European Commission recognises industry to be 'central to Europe’s future progress and prosperity' and announced a comprehensive set of measures aimed at “maintaining European industry’s global competitiveness and a level playing field, at home and globally, making Europe climate-neutral by 2050 and shaping Europe’s digital future”.


Launched three years ago, the Industry4Europe coalition has consistently called on the European Institutions to develop an ambitious EU industrial strategy that helps Europe remain a hub for a leading, smart, innovative and sustainable industry, and that provides quality jobs and benefits all Europeans and future generations. Last November, the Coalition published the Joint Paper 'A long-term strategy for Europe’s industrial future: from words to action’.


The sector Associations of the Coalition will now carefully review and assess all individual measures proposed by the European Commission. In the Press Release, Industry4Europe thanks the Commission for its hard work and for identifying the main pillars of the Industrial Strategy 'that echo those recommended by the Coalition'.


#association
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                                                    A long-term strategy for Europe’s industrial future: from words to action.pdf

                                                    
                                                        Uploaded March 03, 2020
                        

                        A long-term strategy for Europe’s industrial future: from words to action


In November 2019, FEICA co-signed the Industry4Europe Joint Paper calling for an ambitious EU industrial strategy.


Industry4Europe is a coalition of 149 sector associations and represents the diversity of the EU’s industrial base. The European Commission will publish its Industrial Strategy in a fortnight and we are counting on the fact that the Joint Paper will be taken into consideration.


We will keep you updated on any new developments via the usual channels.
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                                                    FEICA CONNECT - Jan/Feb 2020, issue 39.pdf

                                                    
                                                        Uploaded March 02, 2020
                        

                        FEICA CONNECT is the quarterly newsletter for FEICA members and stakeholders of the adhesive and sealant industry. This is Issue 39 of FEICA CONNECT.


 


IN THIS ISSUE


- FEICA continues to publish Good Practice stories


- Second FEICA/EURADH Adhesion Innovation Award


- FEICA co-signs Joint Paper calling for an ambitious EU industrial strategy


- New FEICA OCF Test Method available


- FEICA 2020 will take place in Warsaw, Poland 9-11 September 2020


- FEICA is new Vice-Chair of DUCC


- DUCC and SMEUnited launch 'Guidance at a Glance' leaflets


- Reports of the Use Map pilots published by ECHA


- FEICA features in ECHA's 'Guest Corner' 


- The Ellen MacArthur Foundation initiative for a circular economy


- The FEICA 2019-2024 Market Report in the news | New Members


#CONNECT
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                                                    The circular economy: The role of adhesives and sealants.pdf

                                                    
                                                        Uploaded February 28, 2020
                        

                        The circular economy: The role of adhesives and sealants


Adhesives and sealants have been creating sustainable solutions for decades by enhancing the circularity of many products along their life cycles. The adhesive and sealant industry, committed to its sustainability vision, is therefore a key enabler in the development of the circular economy, collaborating across the value chains and with end customers to support societal change.


#sustainabledevelopment #circulareconomy
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                                                    ECJ Interview: The European Adhesives & Sealants Market 2019-2024.pdf

                                                    
                                                        Uploaded February 04, 2020
                        

                        European Coatings Journal (ECJ), issue 2/2020: The European Adhesives & Sealants Market 2019-2024


In the interview, published by ECJ, FEICA explains that further growth of the adhesives and sealants market will be driven by four key areas, as illustrated in-depth in the latest FEICA Market Report.


#association #reports
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                                                    Comments on the European Commission’s (EC) proposal for amending Annex VIII of Regulation No 1272/2008 (Cement).pdf

                                                    
                                                        Uploaded February 04, 2020
                        

                        Comments on the European Commission’s (EC) proposal for amending Annex VIII of Regulation No 1272/2008, resulting from the EC workshop on workability with a cement proposal.
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                                                    CPI's feedback on limitation of Interchangeable Component Group (ICG) approach.pdf

                                                    
                                                            For members
                                                            Uploaded February 04, 2020
                        

                        FEICA co-signed document on the Construction Products Industries' (CPI) feedback to the conclusions and remaining questions from the CASGATP meeting on 25 September 2019 concerning the European Commission’s proposal for amending Interchangeable Component Groups (ICGs) to Annex VIII of Regulation (EC) No 1272/2008.
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                                                    OCF TM 1016 Spacer bar removal time of a self-curing PU foam.pdf

                                                    
                                                        Uploaded February 04, 2020
                        

                        FEICA’s OCF Technical Working Group has developed a new range of standard test methods that deliver realistic, reproducible results for One-Component Foam (OCF) products.


#OCF
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                                                    A long-term Strategy for Europe's Industrial Future.pdf

                                                    
                                                        Uploaded February 04, 2020
                        

                        This is the Joint Paper published by Industry4Europe, a coalition of 149 sector associations (including FEICA), representing the diversity of the EU’s industrial base. The paper, titled ‘A long-term strategy for Europe’s industrial future: from words to action’, presents concrete industrial policy proposals in seven priority fields; business-friendly policy environment, sustainability at business core, upgraded skills and training, enhanced research and innovation, investment and improved access to finance, reinforcement of the European Single Market and strengthened trade and international market access. 


#association #sustainabledevelopment
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                                                    FEICA SNAPSHOT - November 2019, Issue 11.pdf

                                                    
                                                            For members
                                                            Uploaded February 03, 2020
                        

                        FEICA SNAPSHOT - November 2019, Issue 11 - FEICA’s Regulatory Affairs report 


This biannual newsletter aims to give you a ‘snapshot’ of the main topics and achievements that our technical groups believe are the most pertinent to share with you.


#SNAPSHOT  #reports
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    THE EUROPEAN ADHESIVES & SEALANTS INDUSTRY RESPONSE TO THE REVISION OF THE CLP REGULATION


The CLP Regulation, based on the UN's GHS, aims to protect health and the environment while ensuring the free movement of substances, mixtures, and articles. The European Parliament and Council agreed on the CLP Regulation, which aims to improve the functioning of the EU market and better protect consumers, workers, and the environment. The revised text should accelerate the identification of hazardous substances and improve communication about hazardous chemicals. The adhesives and sealants industry, which provides thousands of jobs and plays a crucial role in the European economy, should be given due consideration in any revision of the CLP.


FEICA's position on the Revision of the CLP: 


FEICA represents the European adhesive and sealant industry and supports the revised CLP regulation, including exemptions for small packaging and increased use of fold-out labels. However, FEICA members believe the impact of some changes has been underestimated, such as font layout requirements for labeling. The proposed rules may exceed available space on labels or packaging, leading to the generation of more waste. Another issue is the 6-month timeframe for updating labels, which is impossible to meet due to the complex process of producing mixtures. FEICA calls on authorities to work with downstream user formulators for CLP implementation and to clearly define timelines for each player in the supply chain.


More information on CLP is available on our website HERE. 




    FEICA: Official Campaign Partner of the European Agency for Safety and Health at Work (EU-OSHA)


Please see the FEICA Health & Safety page for more information or click on the banner below.
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                            FEICA, the Association of the European Adhesive & Sealant Industry, is a multinational association representing the European adhesive and sealant industry.
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